[Comparative study of the effectiveness of korinfar, izoptin and obzidan in patients with variant stenocardia combined with effort stenocardia].
Twelve patients with variant angina combined with angina of effort were examined. Repeated exercise tests prior to the administration of antianginal drugs revealed the spontaneous variability of the patients' tolerance to the exercise and of the pulse-pressure index at the exercise peak which may serve as an indirect sign of the angiospastic factor involvement in clinical manifestations of angina of effort. The treatment of such patients with corinfar and isoptin was associated with the elimination and significant reduction of spontaneous attacks of angina attended by a considerable increase in the exercise tolerance and in the pulse-pressure index at the exercise peak. The treatment with obsidan in these cases was less effective: the incidence of spontaneous anginal attacks changed insignificantly, the tolerance to exercise increased with the reduction of the maximum value of the pulse-pressure index.